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Publications récentes
Recent Publications

I Relations du travail
Labour Relations


— Sélection/Selected by Claudine Leclerc, Département des relations industrielles, Université Laval.
Dual Evolution of Europeanization and Varieties of Governance, Peter Leisink and Richard Hyman; Beneath the Surface of Stability: New and Old Modes of Governance in European Industrial Relations, Jelle Visser; Governance and Concerted Regulation of Employment in Europe, Évelyne Léonard; Wage Determination, Socio-Economic Regulation and the State, Max Koch; Adaptive and Reflexive Governance: The Limits of Organized Decentralization, Marc van der Meer, Jelle Visser and Ton Wilthagen; The Soft Law of the Covenant: Making Governance Instrumental; Ton Korver and Peter R.A. Oeij.

Organisations syndicales et patronales
Union and Employer Organizations

Droit du travail
Labour Law
La protection contre le tabagisme sur les lieux du travail, Jean Savatier, Droit social, 11, 2005, 971–975.
Le plan de sauvegarde de l’emploi, acte normatif original, Marc Véricel, Droit social, 11, 2005, 976–981.
La négociation collective transnationale d’entreprise ou de groupe, Bernard Teyssié, Droit social, 11, 2005, 982–990.

Gestion des ressources humaines et des organisations
Human Resources Management and Organizations


I Sociologie du travail

Sociology of Work


The Control Structure of Team-Based Organizations: A Diagnostic Model for Empowerment, Ben S. Kuipers and Marco C. de Witte, Economic and Industrial Democracy, 26 (4), 2005, 621–643.


I Économique du travail, main-d’œuvre, sécurité sociale

Labour Economics, Employment and Social Security


The Employment Effects of a “Good Cause” Discharge Standard in Montana,


Équité au travail

*Equity at Work*


Études comparatives

*Comparative Studies*


Généralités

*General*


and Social Inclusion Process, Colette Fagan, Jill Rubery, Damian Grimshaw, Mark Smith, Gail Hebson and Hugo Figueiredo; From European Union to European Monetary Union: The New Member States and Accession Countries of Central and Eastern Europe in 2004, Simon Clarke.